It's Time To Fall
in Love with Insurance!

Here are a few reasons to love your insurance and the coverage
Mitchell Insurance Agency provides to you and your family.

RV Coverage
Have you ever thought about ditching
your responsibilities and living in an
RV? What about just buying one to go
camping or tailgating?
RV's are a great way to bring friends
and family closer, but with so
many options, people often wonder

what they have to do to insure one, or if
they even need to.
Give us a call or click here to learn more

It's Tailgate Season!

Protection from Holiday Scares

Nothing beats driving down to the
Shoe, firing up the grill and tossing
the pigskin around before the
Buckeyes beat down on, well anyone
really.

Halloween pranks seem to go wrong
for way too many people.
But your Auto and Homeowners
policies are here to help!

But sometimes the good times can
get away from you. What happens
when you accidentally grill your own
truck or your car gets vandalized by a
pesky Michigan fan?

Check out this article about ways
your insurance can keep you
protected in these spooky times.

We've got your blind side, just like
any good Left Tackle.

Word of the Day: LIABILITY
The state of being responsible for something, especially by law.
In insurance there are 2 types of liability: Bodily Injury & Property Damage.
Bodily Injury - this coverage pays for injuries to someone else if you are at fault in an
accident.
Property Damage - this coverage pays for damage to property, such as a vehicle or pole,
if you are liable.

P.S. If anyone happens to read this, let us know what you think.
We'd love to cover the topics you're interested in hearing about!
Thanks for reading!
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